In this work we present different computational strategies for colorimetric characterization of scanners using multidimensional polynomials. The designed strategies allow us to determine the coefficients of an a priori fixed polynomial taking into account different color error statistics. Moreover, since there is no clear relationship between the polynomial chosen for the characterization and the intrinsic characteristics of the scanner, we show how genetic programming could be used to generate the best polynomial. Experimental results on different devices are reported to confirm the effectiveness of our methods with respect to others in the state of the art.
INTRODUCTION
Scanners have their own reference systems for the specification of color (device-dependent spaces). Since the description of a color in these spaces is based on the characteristics of the device concerned, it does not constitute an objective definition of that color. To facilitate the reproduction of colors on various devices and supports, we must employ a system of description that allows us to define the color in a unequivocal fashion, i.e. in a device-independent space, separating the way colors are defined from the way the various devices represent them. A point in RGB space indicates how a color stimulus is produced by a given device, while a point in a colorimetric space, such as CIELAB space, indicates how the color is perceived in standard viewing conditions. Let us consider the function that associates at every point in the device dependent space the colorimetric value of the corresponding color. The colorimetric characterization of a scanner device consists in rendering this function explicitly. It must take into account the peculiar characteristics of the device; consequently, every device calls for specific conversion functions.
A simple transformation can be used to relate RGB values of a scanner to CIE tristimulus values XY Z if and only if the digitizer channel sensitivities satisfy the Luther 2 conditions by which they are a linear transformation of the color matching functions that define the CIE colorimetric observer. Relatively few of the scanners and cameras that can be found on the market nowadays have been designed to meet this constraint.
This circumstance motivates several different approaches to the problem from spectral and colorimetric [1] point of view. Spectral characterization approaches try to recover reflectance information from the scanner responses and compute the colorimetric values from the recovered reflectance information [2, 3] . These approaches assume that the spectral scanner sensitivity can be accurately measured or recovered mathematically. The advantage of these techniques over colorimetric ones for traditional RGB scanners using a single illuminant is not evident [4] . Among various colorimetric approaches, neural networks, 3D-interpolation and polynomial regression have been widely investigated [5] . applied artificial neural networks to scanner calibration and characterization. The results are promising, but the fact that neural networks would need large training sets that are often not available should be taken into account. The characterization function found can be rather complicated and computationally expensive. For this reason, in the design of the colorimetric profile of the device, this characterization function is usually applied to produce a finely sampled lookup table (LUT) to be used together with an interpolation scheme [5] . The main advantage of using polynomial regression with respect to other characterization methods is that they require smaller training sets not necessarily uniformly distributed. Since there is no clear relationship between polynomials adopted and imaging device characteristics, they must be empirically determined and defined for each device and for a specific device each time a change is made in any component of the system [10] .
Usually, the accuracy of the characterization increases as the number of terms in the polynomial increases, however there is not a simple way to avoid data over-fitting. Moreover, polynomial regression usually minimizes only the average color error, and therefore it does not guarantee a uniform accuracy across the entire color gamut. Using an average color error as the objective to be minimized, the polynomial coefficients can be found by using the Least Square method (LS) or the Total Least Squares method (TLS) [11] . More powerful methods, such as Total Color Difference Minimization (TCDM) and CIELAB Least Squares minimization (LAB-LS), have been recently proposed [12] to minimize non-linear functions that take into account the average CIELAB colorimetric error.
Taking these methods and results as our point of departure, in this paper we try to solve the colorimetric characterization problem defining a set of novel functions that take into account not only the mean perceptual colorimetric error but also other error statistics. We adopt Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [13, 14] to minimize these functions and to find the corresponding coefficients from the given polynomial terms.
In a second phase of our work, we try to further improve the accuracy of the characterization by generating new polynomials. For this task, we use Genetic Programming (GP) [15, 16] , a domain-independent evolutionary method that automatically breeds a population of expressions, functions or more generally, computer programs to solve a problem. To the best of our knowledge, this work represents the first attempt to use GP for this task. This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the problem of colorimetric characterization of scanners. Section 3 contains a description of the three novel functions defined and of the corresponding optimization methods adopted in this work.
Section 4 describes how to model new polynomials using GP (a more detailed description of Evolutionary Algorithms and of GP in particular is contained in Appendix A). In Section 5 we present the experimental results that we have obtained both using "a priori" fixed polynomial and the polynomials that we have found using GP. Finally Section 6 concludes the paper and offers some hints for future research. 4 
SCANNER CHARACTERIZATION
The basic model that describes the response ρ = [R, G, B] of a three-channel color scanner can be formulated as:
where I(λ) is the scanner-illuminant spectral power distribution, R(λ) is the reflectance of the surface being scanned, S(λ) represents the three scanner sensor spectral sensitivities stacked row-wise, n is the 3-channel additive noise and λ is the integration variable representing the wavelengths within the visible spectrum ω. Equation (1) represents a good model if the scanner response is linear. In a more general situation, the scanner response may be subject to an input-output nonlinearity that can be represented by an optoelectronic conversion function F . Equation (1) then becomes:
where F models the three channel nonlinearity functions.
Using vector space notation, and sampling the visible spectrum in N equally sampled wavelengths, Equation (2) can be rewritten as:
where ρ is a 3 × 1 vector, S is the 3 × N matrix formed by stacking the scanner spectral sensitivities row-wise, I is the N × N diagonal matrix whose elements are the samples of the scanner-illuminant spectral power distribution, R is the N ×1 vector of the reflectance of the surface being scanned and n is the 3 × 1 noise vector.
Similarly, the CIEXYZ tristimulus values, denoted by a 3 × 1 vector s, are defined as:
where C is the 3 × N matrix of the CIEXYZ color matching functions and L is the N × N diagonal matrix whose elements are the samples of the viewing-illuminant spectral power distribution.
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The characterization problem is to find the mapping M which transforms the recorded values ρ to their corresponding CIEXYZ values s:
In this paper we address this problem using a two step procedure: first the optoelectronic conversion function F is extimated and F −1 is applied to the ρ data to linearize them; then a m th -order polynomial mapping M is applied to the linearized data F −1 (ρ) to obtain s. The general m th -order polynomial P (R, G, B) with three variables can be given as follows:
Given the scanner response ρ, their linearized values F −1 (ρ) and the polynomial model P to use, we can calculate the polynomial expansion r of F −1 (ρ) as r = P F −1 (ρ) .
Using the polynomial modeling, Equation (5) then becomes:
The first step to find the matrix M is to select a collection of color patches that spans the device gamut. The reflectance spectra of these N c color patches will be denoted by R k for k ∈ {1, . . . , N c }. These patches are measured using a spectrophotometer or a colorimeter which provides the device independent values:
Without loss of generality, s k can be transformed into any colorimetric or device independent values. The same N c patches are also acquired with the scanner to be characterized providing ρ k = F (SIR k + n) with calculated polynomial expansions r k , for
Algebrically, the characterization problem is to find the matrix M:
6 where L (·) is the transformation from CIEXYZ to the appropriate standard color space chosen and || · || is the error metric in the chosen color space.
M is a 3 × q matrix, where q is the number of terms of the polynomial P (R, G, B);
the number of terms q is related to the order m of the polynomial by:
Being M a 3 × q matrix, the problem of finding M consists of determining 3q coefficients;
in having enough equations to solve for the 3q unknowns and to deal with a less ill-posed problem, then we have to use N c ≥ q different color patches. In other words, the higher the order of the polynomial, the larger the number of its terms, and consequently the larger the number of different color patches which we have to use.
Different functions to be minimized can be defined to find the unknown matrix M.
Depending on the function adopted, different optimization methods have to be considered.
The easiest way to find the unknown matrix M in Equation (9) is to minimize the function:
using the Least Squares minimization (LS). Analytically, the matrix M can be easily found by:
The LS method assumes that errors are present only in the matrix s, while the matrix r is assumed free of error [11] .
The Total Least Squares (TLS) method [11] is a generalization of the LS method: it assumes that both the matrices s and r are affected by error. It searches for the solution M that minimizes the function:
where || · || F is the Frobenius norm, defined for a generic m × n matrix A as:
The analytic solution for the minimization of H T LS exists and can be found using Singular Value Decomposition.
Since the color accuracy of the characterization methods is evaluated using a color error in the CIELAB color space, Total Color Difference Minimization (TCDM) [12] has been proposed to search for the matrix M that minimizes the sum of the CIELAB ∆E 94 color error between the measured and the predicted CIELAB values (respectively s Lab andŝ) for the n patches, i.e.:
The minimization of H T CDM does not have an analytic solution, and has to be solved with an iterative method. In this paper following [12] , it has been solved using a downhill simplex method as it does not require the calculation of derivatives of the objective function [17] .
The CIELAB Least Squares minimization (LAB-LS) [12] method employs a preprocessing consisting in a p th root correction of the scanner responses r before calculating the LS regression with the CIELAB values s Lab of the measured patches. The LAB-LS method then minimizes:
This p th root correction has the aim to compensate for the cubic root relationship between the RGB scanner color space and the CIELAB color space. It can be easily found that, if the RGB data have been properly linearized, the best choice for the p th root is p = 3m, where m is the order of the polynomial used. Such a choice for p permits the cancellation of the cubic relationship whatever the polynomial used is. Performing a 8 LS regression, the LAB-LS method admits an analytic solution that can be found as:
CHARACTERIZATION PROCEDURES
In this section, we decribe the characterization procedures that we have designed to asses matrix M given a priori fixed polynomial. These procedures are based on GAs (see Appendix A). Among the optimization methods that can be used, in this paper we adopted GAs as they are a well known and widely accepted optimization method.
Moreover GAs are intrinsically parallel: most other optimization algorithms (like Hill
Climbing [18] , Simulated Annealing [19] , Tabu Search [20, 21] ) are serial and can only explore the solution space to a problem in one direction at a time. If that direction leads to a local-or sub-optimal solution, another direction has to be taken by means of some backtracking technique or by restarting the algorithm from the beginning. On the other hand, since GAs have multiple offspring, they can explore the solution space in multiple directions at once. This makes GAs particularly well-suited to solving problems where the space of all potential solutions is complex [15, 16] . In particular, we introduce three novel functions that are minimized by GAs.
The CIELAB Genetic Algorithm (LAB-GA) procedure is an hybrid procedure based on both TCDM and LAB-LS. It uses the same pre-processing p th root correction of the scanner responses calculated by LAB-LS, but then minimizes the CIELAB ∆E 94 color error between these valuesŝ and the CIELAB measured values s Lab :
The LAB-GA procedure inherits the non existence of an analytical solution from the TCDM method.
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The CIELAB Genetic Algorithm p th root (LAB-GAp) procedure is a variant of the LAB-GA procedure: it does not use the same p = 3m value of LAB-LS and LAB-GA for pre-processing, but lets the GA look for it. This is justified by the fact that the p = 3m
is the best choice if the scanner responses are linear: even if the scanner responses have been linearized, some non-linearity may remain. The use of the GA to look for the best value of p permits to correct a part of the residual non-linearity if present. The function to be minimized is now defined as:
where the notationŝ p instead ofŝ of Equation (17) is to underline that p is not a fixed value now, but an added unknown to look for.
The CIELAB Genetic Algorithm p th root weighted (LAB-GApw) procedure is a variant of the LAB-GAp procedure. As LAB-GAp, it uses the GA to search for the best value of p to perform the pre-processing p th root correction. The difference is the objective function that it minimizes: two more terms are added in Equation (18), one for the maximum ∆E 94 error and one for the ∆E 94 standard deviation. The three terms of the function are multiplied for a weight vector w = [w 1 , w 2 , w 3 ] which reflects the relative importance to be given to the various terms. In this work we have heuristically adopted the following weights w = [w 1 , w 2 , w 3 ] = [0.35 0.50 0.15]. The LAB-GApw method then minimizes:
The first term has been changed with respect to Equations (17) and (18) , but the problem to minimize the sum of some quantities or their mean is equivalent.
POLYNOMIAL MODELING USING GENETIC PROGRAMMING
Since there is no a clear relationship between the best polynomial for a given imaging device and the imaging device characteristics, a common solution is to use full order polynomials or to determine it by a trial-and-error process [10, 12] .
In this paper we automatically determine the best polynomial for a given imaging device using Genetic Programming (GP) [15, 16] .
GP is a domain-independent evolutionary method that genetically breeds a population of functions, or more generally computer programs to solve a problem. For a brief introduction of GP, see Appendix A; for a more detailed presentation, see for instance [15, 22, 16] .
Chosen the polynomial order m and the maximum number n of polynomial terms, the polynomials evolved by GP have been built using the set of functionals (or non-terminal) symbols F = {Join} and the set of terminal symbols:
Given two terminal symbols t 1 ∈ T and t 2 ∈ T , the Join function concatenates them in a new list, i.e.:
thus, the expressions evolved by GP may be seen as a list of polynomial terms, each 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we present the results of our characterization procedures and compare them with those presented by Shen et al., using their own acquisition data as in [12, 4, 3] : In the first part of our experiments (Section 5.1), we test the performance of the seven optimizing procedures described in Section 2 and Section 3 using the full 3 rd -order polynomial suggested for the considered device by Shen et al. [12] : repeat Insert the i th and the (i + 1) th patches of the dataset into Train;
Insert the (i + 2) th patch of the dataset into Test; color error between the predicted and measured CIELAB values. In this paper we report the mean, the maximum and the standard deviation for the ∆E 94 color error for each of the minimization procedures considered, both in the case of f ull3d and GP-generated polynomials.
Being interested in comparing performance of the considered procedures, together with single summary statistics it is worthwhile to compare the whole error distribution of the methods. Since the underlying error distribution cannot be well modeled by a 13 standard distribution, we need a test which does not require any assumptions about it.
An appropriate test in this case is the Wilcoxon Sign Test [24, 25] as it is a non-parametric test for assessing whether two samples of observations come from the same distribution.
The null hypothesis is that the two samples are drawn from a single population, and therefore that their probability distributions are equal. It requires the two samples to be independent, and the observations to be ordinal or continuous measurements, i.e. one can at least say which one of any two observations has the larger value. In a less general formulation, the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney two-sample test may be thought of as testing the null hypothesis that the probability of an observation from one population exceeding an observation from the second population is equal to 0.5. Formally, let X and Y be random variables representing the ∆E 94 colorimetric error of the methods X and Y. The
Wilcoxon Test is used to test the hypothesis that the random variables X and Y are such that p = P (X > Y ) = 0.5. We test the null hypothesis H 0 : p = 0.5 (i.e. we hypothesize that the methods X and Y have the same performance) against the alternative hypothesis H 1 : p < 0.5 (which if true implies that colorimetric errors for method X are lower than those for method Y ). To test the hypothesis H 0 we consider independent pairs (X 1 , Y 1 ),. . .,(X n , Y n ) of errors for N p different patches. We denote by W the number of patches for which X i > Y i . When H 0 is true W is binomially distributed (b(N p , 0.5)) and
the Wilcoxon test is based on this statistic. We accept or reject the null hypothesis at the significance level α = 0.05. For a better comprehension we have summarized the result of the Wilcoxon Sign Test in a score: this score is the number of times that we have rejected the null hypothesis for the considered procedure, i.e. the number of procedures respect to which the procedure considered results statistically better. This permits to obtain an overall rank among the methods despite of the fluctuations in the single error statistics adopted (mean, maximum and standard deviation).
Full 3 rd -order polynomial
In this part of the experiments, the procedures considered are applied to the full 3 rd -order polynomial. The four literature procedures that we have considered (LS, TLS, TCDM and LAB-LS) do not need any particular parameter setting (except for the p th -root of the LAB-LS chosen as indicated in Section 2). The GAs procedures (LAB-GA, LAB-GAp, LAB-GApw) instead, need the setting of some parameters, the meaning of which can be found in Appendix A or in [14, 13] . The results that we present in this section have been obtained using the following set of parameters:
• population size N = 1000;
• size of the individuals = 25;
• maximum number of generations = 100000 ;
• selection type: tournament selection, with tournament size = 100;
• crossover rate p c = 0.8;
• mutation rate p m = 0.2;
• presence of elitism.
Mutation rate has usually a large impact on time to converge to a solution and on the quality of that solution. The parameter value adopted here is the one that has returned the best results both on the training and tests sets used in this paper. The genetic operators we have used are the standard one-point crossover and point mutation defined in [14, 13] . The results of the GAs that we report in this work are the best ones obtained over five independent runs for each GA version. The choice of performing a limited number of runs (five) for a large number of generations (100000) is justified in [26] , where the authors show that under a constant cost constraint, executing a small number of large runs can reach better solutions faster than executing many small runs. As this table shows, our three functions, optimized by the GAs, produce lower error statistics with respect to all the other methods both on the training and on the test sets.
In particular, LAB-GApw outperforms all the state of the art procedures (first four rows of Table 1 ) both on the training and test sets for all the error measures that we have studied (even though, it is outperformed by the other two GAs versions for the mean error). Furthermore, the standard deviation of the error of LAB-GApw is smaller than those of all the other methods.
In Table 2 we report the results on the IT8 (the columns of this table have to be interpreted as those of Table 1 ). Also in this experiment our functions perform better that the other methods. 
Generating new polynomials by Genetic Programming
The second phase of our study consists in defining new polynomials that can improve the characterization performance, compared with those obtained using full3d polynomial.
The results presented have been obtained using the fitness function defined in Section 4, i.e.:
f itness = LOOCV · mean (∆E 94 ) , and using the following set of parameters:
• functional (or non-terminal) symbols F = {Join} (see Section 4);
• population size N = 200;
• maximum number of tree nodes = 2n − 1 (where n is the maximum number of polynomial terms);
• maximum number of generations = 20000;
• algorithm used to initialize the population: Ramped Half-and-Half;
• selection algorithm: tournament, with tournament size = 50;
• crossover rate p c = 0.5;
• the mutation rate p m = 0.5;
Also in this case, the mutation rate used here is the one that has allowed us to find the best results both on the training and tests sets used in this paper.
First of all, we look for new polynomials with similar characteristics to the full3d polynomial: thus we look for a fourth degree polynomial (m = 4), composed of a maximum of 20 terms (n = 20, the same number of terms of the full3d). The fitness of the polynomials evolved by GP has been set equal to the error obtained by LAB-LS, since it is faster than the other techniques. The best polynomial obtained is:
Tables 3 and 4 report the results obtained using the three procedures proposed (LAB-GA, LAB-GAp, LAB-GApw) on the Macbeth ColorChecker DC and on IT8 respectively, using this fourth order polynomial. These procedures are also compared on the same polynomial with LAB-LS, which is the best characterization procedure that we have found in literature for these color targets. As for the tables above, column one identifies the method; columns 2, 3 and 4 report the results on the training set; columns 5, 6
and 7 report the results on the test set; columns 8, 9 and 10 report the results on the training and test set together. Column 11 reports the Wilcoxon Sign Test score on the test set, which is representative of the number of the methods respect to which the method considered results statistically better. If we compare these results with those of Table 1 and 2, we can observe that using the polynomial found by GP allows all the methods to find a better mean error with smaller standard deviations both on the training and test sets for the Macbeth ColorChecker DC.
For the IT8 dataset, the mean error that we have found using the polynomial returned by GP has always been smaller than the one that we have found using full3d on the training set. On the test set of the IT8 dataset LAB-GAp has returned the same mean error as in the case when full3d has been used, while all the other methods have returned a smaller mean error. The GAs versions still perform generally better than LAB-LS, and LAB-GApw seems to be globally the best method. Once these results have been obtained, the next step in our study consisted in relaxing the polynomial constraints. In other words, we have used GP allowing a higher degree for the polynomial (i.e. 7) and no constraint on the maximum number of terms, except that it does not exceed the cardinality of the training set minus one.
The best seventh order polynomial obtained has 28 terms and it is reported below:
Once again, the fitness of the polynomials evolved by GP has been set equal to the error obtained by LAB-LS, since it is faster than the other techniques.
In Tables 5 and 6 we report the results of the methods studied on the Macbeth ColorChecker DC and on the IT8 respectively, using the new polynomial found by GP. 20 To further validate our characterization approach, we tested two additional scanners (Agfa Duoscan and HP Scanjet G3010) obtaining similar experimental behavior. The experimental results are summarized and reported in Appendix B.
Finally, in Table 7 , we report the p−th root values used in our experiments for all the methods and polynomials considered. 
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Behavior with respect to the neutral axis
The higher order polynomials sometimes break the monotonic conversion curves, and this might be a serious drawback of the polynomial technique. We report the RGB to XYZ transformation curves for the neutral axis (R = G = B), respectively for the 3 rd order polynomial (Figure 2.A) , the 4 th order polynomial (Figure 2 .B) and for the 7 th order polynomial (Figure 2 .C). curve is plotted with a red line, Y with a green one and Z with a blue one.
We can note that for all the polynomials used, the monotonic behavior of the conversion curves is preserved. We can also observe a non-linear behavior for very low gray values. However this non-linearity is not severe because these out-of-gamut values are clipped.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have addressed the problem of scanner characterization using multidimensional polynomials. We have shown that Genetic Algorithms are a class of optimization methods that is well-suited for the colorimetric characterization problem since they can minimize functions that take into account the mean perceptual colorimetric error together with other error statistics. Furthermore, we have shown how the search for the best characterization polynomial can be automatized using Genetic Programming. Experimental results on different devices have shown that our functions, minimized by the GAs, globally outperform the state of the art methods. Moreover, relaxing the constraints on the polynomial degree and number of terms, and modeling the best polynomial with Genetic Programming, the results can be further improved.
Currently, we are trying to modify our Genetic Algorithms in order to add some constraints to our functions. In particular we would like to preserve the neutral axis, in order to avoid possible color artifacts due to non-optimal RGB to XYZ transformation.
We are also trying to improve the rendering of some specific color classes (such as skin tone).
Appendix A A Evolutionary Algorithms
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are a broad class of stochastic optimization algorithms.
They maintain a population of candidate solutions (or individuals) for the problem at hand, and make it evolve by iteratively applying a set of stochastic operators, which are usually selection, mutation and recombination (or crossover). Selection replicates the most successful solutions found in a population at a rate bound to their relative quality, measured by a user defined function called fitness function. Mutation and recombination transform selected solutions into new solutions, providing exploration of the search space.
In particular, mutation randomly perturbs a candidate solution; recombination decomposes two distinct solutions and then randomly mixes their parts to form novel solutions.
An iteration of this algorithm is usually called a generation. The initial population may be either a random sample of the solution space or may be seeded with solutions found by simple local search procedures or by some a priori information about the problem, if these are available. In this paper, we have used two kinds of EAs: Genetic Algorithms and Genetic Programming, respectively described in Sections A.1 and A.2.
A.1 Genetic Algorithms
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [14, 13] are the oldest and most known kind of EA. Their peculiarity is that potential solutions that undergo evolution are represented as fixed length strings of characters or numbers. The iterative process of GAs can be summarized by the following pseudo-code:
• Generate a population P composed of an even number N of individuals.
• generation := 0;
• repeat until a termination condition is satisfied calculate the fitness of all the individuals in population P ;
create a new empty population P .
-repeat until population P is composed of exactly N individuals * Select two individuals i 1 and i 2 from population P using the chosen selection algorithm; * Perform the crossover between i 1 and i 2 with probability p c and let j 1 and j 2 be the offspring (if crossover is not applied, let j 1 = i 1 and j 2 = i 2 ); * Mutate each character of j 1 and j 2 with a certain probability p m and let k 1 and k 2 be the offspring. * Insert k 1 and k 2 into population P perform the copy: P := P and delete P ;
generation := generation +1;
Examples of termination conditions are: a pre-determined number of generations or time has elapsed, a satisfactory solution has been found or no improvement in solution quality has been taking place for a pre-determined number of generations. In some cases, another genetic operator is added to crossover and mutation: elitism, i.e. the copy of the best individual unchanged into the newly generated population at each generation. In that case, either an odd number of individuals N is chosen or another individual in P is selected, mutated and inserted into P at each generation.
The parameters the user has to set before running this process are:
• the population size N ;
• the size of the individuals (i.e. number of digits of each potential solution);
• the maximum number of generations;
• the selection algorithm;
• the crossover rate p c ;
• the mutation rate p m ;
• presence or absence of elitism.
No formal method to properly set these parameters exists, only some heuristics. Nevertheless, independently from the setting of the parameters used, the probability that a GA with elitism finds a globally optimal solution at time step t asymptotically converges to 1 when t tends to infinity [27] .
A.2 Genetic Programming
The major difference between Genetic Programming (GP) [15, 16] and the other EAs is that potential solutions to be evolved are generally speaking computer programs. They can be represented as trees, lines of code, expressions in prefix or postfix notations, strings of variable length, etc. In this paper, we use the representation first introduced in [15] : potential solutions are represented as LISP-like tree structures built using a set of terminal symbols and a set of non-terminal or functional symbols. The iterative process of GP is similar to the one of GAs presented in the previous section, with the difference that crossover and mutation are redefined to act on trees instead of strings [15] . Before running GP the user has to set a larger number of parameters than for GAs, mainly due to the variable size of GP individuals. These parameters are:
• the sets of functional (or non-terminal) and terminal symbols that are used to build the potential solutions;
• the population size;
• the maximum size of the individuals (typically expressed as the maximum number of tree nodes or the maximum tree depth);
• the algorithm used to initialize the population 1 ;
• the crossover rate;
• the mutation rate;
Appendix B B Additional Results
The devices investigated are the Agfa Duoscan and the HP Scanjet G3010. The experiments are performed in the same way as described in Section 5. For the Agfa Duoscan the best fourth order polynomial found is:
and the best seventh order polynomial found is: 1 The algorithm used to initialize a GA population is usually simple: each digit composing each individual is generated randomly with uniform probability; in GP a population of random computer programs has to be generated. A set of algorithms to accomplish this goal can be found in [15, 16] .
For the HP Scanjet G3010 the best fourth order polynomial found is:
and the best seventh order polynomial found is:
Experimental results are summarized in Tables 8-13 . [6] H.R. Kang and P.G. Anderson. Neural network application to color scanner and 
